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birthday antelope pyramids watermelon bed racecar

It is like a table that is upside down with four legs standing up, on the inside of those legs are several 
bubbles and it looks like tentacle arms with suction cups of an octopus. There is red and pink color. 

There is a lot of girly pink color on the left side, and the four octopus arms are reaching upward. 

Probe pink: It is something that makes me feel relaxed and soothed. At ease and comforted. 

Probe what rises up: A pointy corner at the top. 

I see a cylindrical yellow canister or can with a pointy cone yellow top. 

Secondary stage (started already a bit above but here more thoroughly)

The pink folds upward at the bottom like a canvas or drape. Why does it feel like a large giant squid I 
now even saw the top head of the squid octopus in pink color. Aha! The squid head looks exactly 
like the yellow cone can I drew earlier, dislocation is always a happy good sign! (Suspected 
dislocation at this point, not confirmed by RV yet.) 

There is yellow on the pink canvas, I found yellow spots on it on the right side. Fantastic, another 
suspected dislocation, these yellow spots with the bubbles on the squid tentacles! 

The octopus puts a tentacle arm into its mouth, on the end of that tentacle was a piece of the cloth 
that went into its mouth. The octopus doesn't breathe, so it is suspected of being not a lifeform but 
other structures and shapes. There is the rounded cone shaped top. 

It curves from right toward left and is shaped like a blanket canvas, it pulls the blanket over itself. A 
yellow tube or pipe. The tentacles are several things hanging from the cone shaped roof top thingy 
(but small not really a roof), the cone sits on the top like the octopus head I have drawn. Waving 
and flowing drapes or octopus arms. 

Yellow material with round circles or spots on it. Cone shaped top. Wait a minute! One of my search 
words is pyramids! We have a pyramid top (but cone shaped, not square at the base but circle at 
the base) with several curvy octopus arms attached from its bottom around the bottom of the 
pyramid cone. 



The pyramid cone top stops at its lower border and does not continue smoothly into a stem or can 
or tube underneath it, at least there would be a stop and a difference in thickness or width there. 
Underneath the pyramid cone is one red ball, again those round spot shapes but one red ball under 
the yellow cone top. 

Yellow pyramid top cone with spots on it. 

There are these curvy shapes, curled shapes, on the pink red canvas, and on the octopus arms, 
curling around itself neatly. I feel like I am wrapped in a blanket. There is yellow on the face of the 
octopus, and something spirals around itself above to the left of it. There are yellow spots on the 
pink canvas. 

11:33 PM I feel like I have enough to know if there is a correlation, also I do not know how internet 
targets work I am afraid to lose this image somehow if the internet algorithms change during my 
session? This one is too good to lose. 

Wow, a complete 100% absolute and utter fail, it is rare for me to have a fail of this utter and 
complete magnitude. There is zero correlation. Fails of this magnitude are rare. Too bad, because I 
was enjoying my beautiful drawing and impressions. This session gets grade of F. 

Not to worry, this is an experimental procedure, involving targets that are not blind! If I do much 
better on targets that are generated same as here except blind, then that corroborates the need for 
using blind targets. This is science. Of course it sucks to fail at a target, but it is what it is, and we are 
investigating the parameters and variables of RV. 

The target image is of a barren landscape with mountains in the background and one small antelope 
in the foreground. There is no pink red color, no octopus, no cone pyramid top, nothing with those 
wonderful spots and dots that I was enjoying to see. No spirals or curls, all is straight lines, even the 
antelope's horns are more straight and not curvy. 

I rarely fail so hard as on this one. It is refreshing to see what happens when "RV is not working", 
because that shows exactly how good I am at RV when it is working, that one cannot just whip up 
some of those great results I've been having under normal protocols. So this result is great, it is 
really helpful. 

Am I failing on purpose? No. I really thought I was on to something with those beautiful pink red 
colors, lots of shapes, those beautiful dots. I really wanted it to be a real image, it was really so 
beautiful and interesting. Was logic concocting things up again? We saw elements of bed (maybe 
the four legs though upside down, and the covers being pulled over), the pyramid top, were the pink 
red colors that of a happy birthday cake or a jumping castle at a birthday party - as logic was 
thinking while I perceived those bright fun colors. Logic even thought that maybe the spots were 
pits in a watermelon. Logic sure does try. 

I am grateful for this session. It rarely goes this way. 

Image source page leads to a webpage that is not working. 



Image link https://contest-public-media.si-cdn.com/56ff5d0e-6238-4a1a-8aa1-7aa61a6d9348.jpg

11:43 PM End session. 


